
July 11th 2019 Quarterly Lakeside Lodge Update 

Good morning, guess what I get to do today? I get to share with you how we are doing with reaching our 

yearly goal and to share with you some of the things that are going on at camp!  

So, here’s an update of the progress we have made with the monies and help you all have given in the last 

quarter [4-11-19]. 

 A lot of energy and time has gone into the running of our camps this 1st quarter so you can look forward 

to us pushing toward our yearly goals in the next quarter! 

 It seems like we take 2 steps forward and 1 step backwards! Is it just me or does this happen to you all 

too? 

We have 8 lift station pumps that send our waste water to Westport to be processed, 4 of those pumps 

need to be replaced! But because of your faith giving we will have these up and going in “short order”! 

On the Good side of things, we had a tree fall on the Girl’s Block Shower House last winter, and through 

the generosity of Jerry from Mayhugh Tree Service, it and another dangerous trees were removed free of 

charge! 

Rain gutter covers are being installed on Grace Hall and the Retreat Center which has taken away the 

dangerous job of cleaning them! 

We have been able to put the replacing of the Camp House roof on hold because we were able to 

temporary fix it by tarring the leaky area. 

With the installation of several storm doors we are now at 54% completion of the cabins we talked about 

completing by the end of the year! 

Matt Owens has agreed to finishing up the outside metal of cabin #3 for $1050! 

I’ve saved the best for last; God has blessed us through the hard work of Don and Jennifer Louden and 

several other individuals in order for us to now have AIR CONDITIONING in the Gym!!! 

I was told by a Dean that the 1 thing we could do to help them with their camp session was to have Air 

Conditioning in the Gym!  

God is Good!!!!! 

We have a Great start on our “5-year journey to the Lakeside Lodge” so let’s not lose our momentum! 

Please, keep us in your prayers! 

I can’t wait to tell you about the next quarter’s accomplishment!!! 

Serving and Building His Kingdom Together,    


